
SENATE . . . . No. 315
To accompany the petition of William E. Potter and another for

legislation relative to motor carriers of property for hire upon the ways
of the Commonwealth. Transportation.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Three.

An Act relative to motor carriers of property for
HIRE UPON THE WAYS OF THE COMMONWEALTH.

1 Chapter one hundred and fifty-nine Bof the General
2 Laws is hereby amended by inserting after section
3 seventeen the following section;
4 Section 17A. Upon complaint of any regular route
5 common carrier, organization, body politic, or person,
6 that the operations of any irregular route common
7 carrier, are, in whole, or in part, those of regular route
8 common carrier operation, the department may re-
-9 quire the complainant to show the actual performance
10 of operations regularly, by regular route common car-
-11 rier, or carriers, and to establish that such service is
12 lawful, adequate, efficient and at reasonable rates and
13 charges, as public necessity and convenience require.
14 Upon proof of the adequacy of such regular route
15 service, and further proof of the operation over such
16 route or routes, regularly, by an irregular route com-
-17 mon carrier upon a predetermined schedule, as daily,
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18 semi-weekly, or weekly, the department shall impose
19 upon said irregular route carrier, such limitations and
20 restrictions, then, and from time to time thereafter,
21 as may be necessary for the protection and mainte-
-22 nance of regular route service by regular route common
23 carrier, or carriers. If it is found that the rates and
24 charges of said irregular route common carriers, or
25 those of coxrtract carriers, be lower generally than
26 those of regular route common carriers, or lower than
27 those of any regular route common carrier, over the
28 same route, for the same or similar commodities, be-
-29 tween the same points, such rates so found, shall be
30 rejected forthwith. No irregular route common car-
-31 rier, or contract carrier, shall advertise, solicit, ar-
-32 range, effect or procure the transportation of commodi-
-33 ties regularly, upon the ways of the commonwealth,
34 as over regularly operated route or routes, upon pre-
-35 determined schedule or schedules, when such route
36 or routes be served by regular route common carrier
37 or carriers, operating under lawful certificates author-
-38 izing such regular route service; except, that, subject
39 to such rules and regulations as the commission of the
40 department may devise and adopt, casual operations,
41 which under no circumstances shall be such as to
42 involve regular route operation upon predetermined
43 schedule or schedules, as daily, or weekly, may be
44 undertaken by irregular route common carriers, or
45 contract carriers, within the scope of their certificates
46 or permits. The department, or any aggrieved person,
47 may, in addition, institute proceedings before the
48 supreme judicial court of the commonwealth, or the
49 justice of any superior court having jurisdiction in
50 equity in the county where the complainant resides,
51 to restrain such carriers from any violation or viola-
-52 tions of this section.


